
Cut Workforce Dimensions testing by 90%

Test your deployment, not your patience
Ensuring your systems continually 
deliver accurately and with precision 
doesn’t have to eat up all your time  
and resources. 

Now, automating your Workforce 
Dimensions testing is simple and 
requires no coding to operate. Your  
team can quickly launch tests to see 
what’s working, what’s not and why.  
It’s fast, simple and frees up your 

people so they can focus on other critical demands, like 
accelerating your business. Now that makes sense. 

Spend less time testing, more time delivering
Faster — Cut testing time by 90% and confidently go-to-
market faster with your Workforce Dimensions platform.

Easier — Build automated test scenarios with an intuitive 
user interface that requires no coding, just common sense. 

Better — Spend less time creating and maintaining automated  
tests with the ONLY automated testing service that includes 
APIs pre-built exclusively for Workforce Dimensions. 

Proven — Deploy with confidence! From training and set up 
to strategy and support, your implementation is now backed 
by over 20 years’ workforce management testing experience.

Update, accelerate, innovate
Maximizing your enterprises’ Workforce Dimensions 
investment doesn’t get any easier. Stay ahead of testing 
ongoing updates and fundamental configuration changes 
with fewer resources and in less time.

Remove the pressure and burden of validating production 
releases, so your team can focus on innovations that 
accelerate your business.

Backed by the ONLY Workforce Dimensions 
Automated Testing Partner
Smooth deployment and managing 
constant change with fewer headaches 
is what you want. TestAssure is the 
only Workforce Dimensions Automated 
Testing Partner that can get you there. And, because our 
automations are developed in lock-step with the Kronos 
Workforce Dimensions team, you’ll have confidence at every 
stage of your journey.

Compliance you can count on
When regulatory change is the one constant you can  
always count on, TestAssure gives you the fast, reliable  
testing you need to keep Workforce Dimensions compliant 
with changing labor laws.

The complexity 
of automated 
testing 
disappears  
with an intuitive 
interface that 
even the most 
non-technical 
of users can 
understand.

Ready to put your Workforce Dimensions 
testing on overdrive?
Contact us now to request a demo!

TestAssure
7205 Ohms Lane / Suite 200
Minneapolis, MN 55439

866.800.1897 • contact @ testassure.com • testassure.com

Regression testing your Workforce  
Dimensions deployment isn’t an  
option, it’s a must.


